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Welcome to the first volume of Perspectives on Behavior Science (PoBS)! Very
observant readers may be confused by the volume number on the cover, but 41 is not
a misprint. This is the first branded volume of PoBS, but it is the forty first volume of
ABAI’s flagship journal. The journal’s aims and scope have not changed. The name,
design, and editorial policies have been adapted to better serve ABAI’s scientific
mission. As discussed in the last issue (Hantula, Critchfield, & Rasmussen, 2017),
PoBS, like other journals familiar to this audience, has adjusted its policies and practices
to meet contemporary challenges in scholarly publishing (Hanley, 2017; Houmanfar,
2016; Houmanfar, 2017, 2018; Madden, 2012, 2013). What remains unchanged is our
commitment to publishing review, theory and methodology papers that provide inter-
esting, thought provoking, and challenging perspectives on behavior science.

We seek particularly to build connections between complementary scientific ap-
proaches to behavior, explore links between an operant behavior science and other
branches of science, and explore implications for policy and application. Several recently
published papers (Apel & Diller, 2017; Barrett, 2016, 2017; Greene, Morgan, & Foxall,
2017; Houmanfar & Mattaini, 2016; Moore, 2016; Ortu & Vaidya, 2017) provide
representative examples. It is time to take back our science and to realize Skinner’s
vision: “We need not retreat in those sectors where science has already advanced. It is
necessary only to bring our understanding of human nature up to the same point. Indeed,
this may well be our only hope.” (Skinner, 1953, p. 5). Send your best to PoBS!

Editorial Guidelines and Policies

PoBS will publish conceptual, theoretical, review and methodological papers in behav-
ior science. The general publication practice will be “special-plus” issues in which a
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special section or special sections with original research papers and commentary, if
warranted, will be featured. Additional papers that are not part of these thematic special
sections will also appear.

Types of Articles

These guidelines are a restatement of previous policy changes (Hantula, 2016) as we
seek to simplify the submission process for authors and the review process for referees.
PoBS submissions will be classified in the following categories:

Original Research Most PoBS articles will fall into this category. Those submissions
that pass an initial screening by the editor will be assigned to an associate editor and
sent out for full review. TBA had a tradition of publishing expert tutorials that PoBSwill
continue to uphold. Tutorials will be included in this category, and the title of such
papers should begin with the word “Tutorial:” We recognize that the term “research”
may mean “empirical study” to many in the behavior science scholarly community;
however we also recognize that behavior science and behavior analysis has a long
history of theoretical and conceptual research. The difference between the two ap-
proaches is merely in the methods. Whether one uses data or concepts, good research
and scholarship demands equally rigorous reasoning processes.

Editorial These papers will introduce issues and special section of issues. They will be
submitted by invitation only and will be reviewed and edited by the editor or associate
editors.

Announcement These will acknowledge guest reviewers and associate editors, adver-
tise special issues, and communicate any news relevant to PoBS readers. They will be
submitted by invitation only.

In Memoriam PoBS will continue to pay tribute to influential behavior scientists who
have passed on. These papers may be solicited by the editor or submitted and will be
reviewed and edited by the editor or associate editors.

Book Review PoBS welcomes reviews of books on behavior science, or books
relevant to behavior science. Book reviews will be reviewed and edited by the editor
or associate editors and sent out for further review at their discretion.

Commentary These submissions are short articles, and most will be submitted by
invitation only. These submissions will be sent out for full review.

Additional Guidelines In keeping with current practices of other journals such as
JEAB (Madden, 2012), PoBS will not consider articles that function primarily as
reactions to articles published in previous issues.

PoBS will generally not consider publication of papers that appear to be reports of
primary source data unless such papers are invited as part of a special section, or appear
to be less concerned with data reporting and more concerned for using such data to
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make much broader theoretical or methodological arguments. Two classic examples
familiar to many readers are Staddon and Simmelhag’s (1971) reexamination of the
“superstition” experiment that appeared in Psychological Review, and Herrnstein’s
(1990) rational choice theory paper that appeared in American Psychologist. An
example from our recent pages is Becirevic, Critchfield, and Reed’s (2016) article on
the acceptability of behavioral terms.

Including offline or supplemental material is encouraged, especially in the case of
methodological papers or descriptions of research software.

The terms “behavior analysis” and “behavior science” should be differentiated in
PoBS articles. Consistent with contemporary usage, is preferred that that “behavior
analysis” is used when referring to the application or practice and “behavior science” is
used when referring to the theory or science.

In This Issue

In a time dominated by daily deadlines, quarterly returns, annual reports, and two-year
impact factor windows it is increasingly important to sometimes pause on pursuing the
smaller-sooner and reflect on the larger-later. Important ideas and theoretical advances
need time to emerge and develop. Quite often their impact is not realized over months or
even a few years, but rather decades. Such is the case with the research on the several
related topics that enter into the equivalence relation of “emergent behaviors.” Sidman’s
initial empirical studies (Bush, Sidman, & de Rose, 1989; Sidman, Kirk, & Willson-
Morris, 1985; Sidman & Tailby, 1982; Sidman, Wynne, Maguire, & Barnes, 1989) went
nearly unnoticed for years, and citations of this work in the two years following its
publication (one operational definition of “impact”) were few. However Sidman’s early
experiments laid the groundwork for later research, both basic and applied, as well as
theory expansion in Relational Frame Theory (RFT) and research and application devel-
opment in Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT). These developments were not
linear but proceeded in fits and starts, sometimes backtracking to eventuallymove forward.

A Special Section Emerges Tom Critchfield, Dermot Barnes-Holmes, and Mike
Dougher organized and edited a stellar special section on emergent behaviors. Led
by a reprint of Sidman’s seminal chapter on equivalence relations, these papers
summarize research across a multitude of domains and point to a very exciting future.
This work is thoroughly behavioral and represents some of the most advanced research,
theory, and application in contemporary behavior science. Certainly its treatment of
“thought” and “language” does not conform chapter and verse to standard Skinnerian
doctrine. But science does not stagnate. The Equivalence Relations, Relational Frames,
Acceptance and Commitment literatures have advanced understanding and application
far beyond 1957 to grapple with issues from prejudice to psychotherapy and beyond
(Arntzen, Granmo, & Fields, 2017; Avellaneda et al., 2016; Ayres-Pereira, Canovas,
Varella, & de Souza, 2018; Beurms, Traets, De Houwer, & Beckers, 2017; Bordieri,
Kellum, Wilson, & Whiteman, 2016; Carp & Petursdottir, 2015; Dixon, Enoch, &
Belisle, 2017; Eilifsen & Arntzen, 2017; Fox & Kyonka, 2017; Griffith, Ramos, Hill, &
Miguel, 2018; Guinther, 2017; Jennings & Miguel, 2017; López-López & Luciano,
2017; Ma, Miguel, & Jennings, 2016; Maraccini, Houmanfar, & Szarko, 2016; May,
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Stewart, Baez, Freegard, & Dymond, 2017; Mensah & Arntzen, 2017; Mizael, de
Almeida, Silveira, & de Rose, 2016; Plazas & Villamil, 2018; Rippy & Doughty, 2017;
Silveira et al., 2016). Regardless of whether this work is labeled as Equivalence
Relations, Relational Frames, or Acceptance and Commitment, the similarities out-
number the differences and we hope this special section paves the way for consilience
between these diverse and vital research programs.

Additional special sections are in the works, including those focusing on Narrative;
Replication and Reproducibility: Concepts, Controversies, Crises and Solutions; Learn-
ing: No Brain Required; and Addictions. Current calls for special section papers may be
found on the PoBSwebsite. Special sections may be occasioned at the editor’s discretion
by submission of a particularly interesting article, or may be proposed by readers. Please
contact the editor for further information about organizing a special section.

Regularly Scheduled Programming Michael Ghiselin takes a philosophical turn in
an expanded version of his invited address at ABAI. This paper furthers the intellectual
connections between Darwinian Theory and modern behavior science. Shawn Quigley
provides the most comprehensive review of SAFMEDS research available to date. As
with most good reviews, Quigley’s paper shows us what we know is not necessarily so,
and also points the way toward many research avenues. Behavioral fluency has been
discussed in these pages previously (Binder, 1996). Matt Tincani and Amanda Guld
Fisher review a practitioner focused volume that introduces and explains behavior
analysis to speech and language pathologists.

In Memoriam We close the issue with tributes to the lives and careers of two
pioneering behavior scientists, Jim Holland and Bernie Weiss. With Jim Holland’s wide
range of scholarly and other interests, it seemed best to convene a committee to honor
his contributions. TomCritchfield, Doug Greer, Kent Johnson, JoeMorrow, Tony Nevin
and Mike Perone penned excellent personal tributes to a pioneer, whose work continues
to influence and inspire the field, generating new research and innovative applications.
For example, his research on human vigilance (Holland, 1958) inspired additional
research 40 years after its publication (Methot & Huitema, 1998) which led to applica-
tion in airline baggage screening (Hogan, Bell, & Olson, 2009). Chris Newland honors
Bernie Weiss’ groundbreaking career in behavioral toxicology. Dr. Weiss brought
behavior into toxicological research, and his inventive contributions continue to advance
research (Bushnell, Kavlock, Crofton, Weiss, & Rice, 2010).

Dedication We dedicate this issue to Murray Sidman whose work inspired generations of behavior
scientists.
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